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1. Introduction. In [4] C. T. C. Wall gives a set of invariants

which determine the transitivity class of a vector in an indefinite uni-

modular lattice under the action of its orthogonal group. We give

here a generalization of this argument for indefinite lattices L with

determinant b{L) = ±2p where p is an odd prime. We do not handle

all such lattices, only a large class of them, including all the odd

lattices when p = i (mod 4) and the rank r(L) and signature s(L)

satisfy r(L) — \ s(L)\ =5. Wall's invariants are essentially local in-

variants, and by placing the restriction r(L) — \s(L)\ 2:4 on the lat-

tice, he works in a situation where the local invariants are enough to

determine the global behaviour in Z. For general lattices the local

situation can be very complex (see James and Rosenzweig [2]); we

have also chosen a case where the local behaviour is reasonably

simple.

Let L be a free Z-module and <£: LXL-+Z a symmetric bilinear

mapping into the integers Z with det$>= ±2p. For a, ßC_L we shall

denote <£(«, ß) by ct-ß. L is called an odd lattice if a2 takes both odd

and even values as a ranges over L- and an even lattice if a2 is always

even. The orthogonal group 0(7,, Z) of L is the set of all isometries

</> of L; that is the set of all linear bijective mappings on L such that

<j>(a) -4>(ß) =a-ß for all a, ßE_L. We wish to determine necessary and

sufficient conditions on a, ß(EL for there to exist a <pÇ_0(L, Z) such

that 4>{a) =/3. If such a <f> exists we write a~/3.

2. Transitivity of vectors. A vector a G L is called primitive if it

cannot be written in the form a = dß with ßE_L and d¿¿+\. For a

general a (?i0)G7, there exists a unique positive integer d{a) such

that a = d{a)ß with ß primitive. d(a) is called the divisor of a. It is

clearly an invariant of the transitivity class of a. Clearly the norm

a2 is another. Let i (a) =g.c.d. a-ß as ß ranges over L. Since 4>(a) -<t>{ß)

=a-/3 for any <¡>E:0(L, Z), and <j>(ß) ranges over all L, we have

i((j>(a)) =i(a). We call i(a) the index of a. For odd lattices a vector a

is called ordinary if there exists aßGL such thata-/3 = 0 and ß2 is odd;

otherwise a is called characteristic. Thus for odd lattices there are two
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types of vectors: ordinary and characteristic. For even lattices all

vectors are of the same type.

Let H = (A, p) denote the hyperbolic plane spanned by A and p over

Z where X2=/¿2 = 0 and X-p, = l. /=(£, p) is the plane spanned by £

and p where £2=£-p = l and p2 = 0, and (77) is the line Zr\. Ji-LJ2 de-

notes the orthogonal sum of the sublattices Jx and J2.

Theorem 1. The invariants norm, divisor, index and type determine

the transitivity class of a vector a in the two lattices

L1 = h±I2± (v) = ({1, p,) JL <&, P2> 1 (,),

and

L2 = HiA.H2l. {v) = (\u mi) X (X2) ut) ± (v)

where rj2 = d= ±2p.

Proof. Notice that L\ is an odd lattice and L2 an even lattice.

Both have determinant d, rank 5 and signature ±1. We shall only

prove the result for Lx; L2 is similar and simpler.

Let a= y"!2., (öi^i+oip.O+c^GZ-i. We shall prove the theorem by

applying mappings from 0{L, Z) to a to reduce it to a form where the

coefficients are uniquely determined by the invariants. Clearly it

suffices to consider only primitive vectors so that we may assume

d{a) = {au a2, bi, b2, c) = \. Let q = i{a) = {ah a2, b\, b2, cd). Then q

divides d and hence q has one of the four values 1, 2, p, 2p.

Consider ^2<-i (a»Cí+&íP<) =eai£/i J-72 where «i is primitive. Our

first simplification is to reduce e to q. From Wall [4, p. 333] or James

fl, Lemma 2] there exists an element 0G0{h -L/2, Z) (which extends

to 9E.0{Li, Z) by defining 6{r¡) =r¡) such that B{ax) is contained in a

binary sublattice Bx of I\ A.I2 = Bi ±732. More specifically, either

(i) 0(«i) =\+ap if ai ordinary with a2 even: B1 = H, B2 = I,

(ii) 0(ai) =£i+api if «i ordinary with a2 odd: here B2 = I2, or,

(iii) 0(«i) =2£+ap if «i characteristic: here BX = I, B2 = H.

Case 1. B2 = I2 = (%2, p2) (this is (ii) above). We denote by ax, x£Z,

the isometry on I2 ±(r¡) defined by

«rite) = ?2 — xv — 2dx2p2,       o-x{p2) = p2,       o-sO?) = 77 + xdp2.

ffx extends to an element of 0{L, Z) by defining ffx to be the identity

mapping on B\. Then cr16{a)=cri{e{!¡i+ap1)+cri)=e{£i+ap1)-\-cdp2

+CT). But now e(£i+api) +cáp2 G -fi -L/2 and its divisor is (cd, e)

= (cd, ci, a2, ¿1, b2)=q. After applying an isometry on /1 J./2 again

we can map a into the form gf+«7 where f is primitive and is one of

the three forms ^+ap2, 2£+ap or X-f-aju as above.
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Case 2. B2 = I (this is (i) above). By a similar argument we can

map a into the form çf+07 as in Case 1.

Case 3. B2 = H={\, p). Instead of o~x we use tx, where

TxQO = X — xr¡ — \dx2ß,        tx(h) = jU,        tx(tj) = 1? + xip..

Again we can map a into the form qÇ-\-ci] with £ primitive of one of

the three forms i;2+ap2, 2£+ap or X+a/x.

We now show how to further transform a so that the coefficient c

of t) is invariantly determined. Consider first a ordinary with

a~ç(£2+ap2)+CT7. The map ax changes the coefficient of r¡ from c to

c—qx. If 2 = 1 we can reduce c to 0, and a is mapped into the form

£2 + h(o¿2 — l)p2, where the coefficients are determined uniquely by the

invariants of a. For q> 1, since we can change the sign of c, and move

it through any multiple of q, we can move it into the range 0<c

ú\q. If ? = 2, c becomes 1. If £ divides q then a2=c2d (mod ç2), and

since £ exactly divides d, c2 (mod g) is an invariant of a. Hence c is

uniquely determined in the range 0<c^Jc (by a2 and q). Then a is

mapped into the form ç(£2+ap2)+c?7, c fixed as above, and a fixed

by the equation a2 = g2(2a + l)+c2<7

a ordinary of the form a~g(X+a/t)+ci7 can be handled in an

analogous manner. Here a is fixed by the equation a2=q22aJtc2d.

These two cases with a ordinary are distinct. In the first q~2(a2 — c2d)

is odd, and in the second it is even.

It now remains to consider the case where a is characteristic with

a~ç(2£+ap)+C77 • '<rx now changes the coefficient of r¡ from c to

c — 2xq. But a2 = c2d (mod Sq2). If q = \ this congruence determines

whether c is even or odd, and hence whether we take the coefficient

of r¡ to be 0 or 1 respectively. Here again a has been mapped into a

form invariantly determined by the norm, divisor, index and type of

a. If q = 2 then we can take c = l. If q=pwe can move c into the range

0<c<p. But a2 = c2d (mod 8p2) makes c2 (mod 4p) an invariant of a

and hence fixes c in this range. Thus a is mapped into an invariant

form.

If q = 2p, so that c is odd, we need the isometry \p on (¿J, p) A-{ij)

defined in the case where d = 2p by

Ms) = (2 - p)s + Up -d(p + s)p + up - ih,
4>(p) =H~(P + 2)p - 2„,

Hn) = - 4# + p(p + 3)p + (l + 2/.),,.

Applying \f> to g(2i;+ap)+c77 the coefficient of r¡ becomes (2p + l)c

-\-q(p — l)—2aq = c-\-qc (mod 2g). It is therefore moved by an odd
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multiple of q. But we can already move it by an arbitrary multiple

of 2q and change its sign. Hence we can arrange 0<c<p, and c is

uniquely determined in this range by a2 = c2d (mod 8g2). Thus

a~g(2£+ap)+C7? with c uniquely determined by the above restric-

tions and a determined by a2. Thus in all cases a is transformed into

a form uniquely determined by the invariants norm, divisor, index

and type. Therefore these invariants determine the transitivity class

of a.

Theorem 2. Let L= U L(t)) where U is an odd unimodular lattice

with r{U) — | s{U) | ^4. Then the transitivity class of a vector aÇzL with

respect to the orthogonal group 0{L, Z) is uniquely determined by the

invariants norm, divisor, index and type.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the results

of Wall [4]. First U = h -L/2 _LUi with Ui unimodular. Write a=ai

+cti with «iG[7. Then there exists a (¡>ElO{U, Z) such that <p(o¡i)

G-ii -L/2. Now apply Theorem 1 to <£(ai)-f-c7iG£i-

3. Odd lattices with p=3 (mod 4). The question now arises as to

how many lattices are included in Theorem 2. We shall prove

Theorem 3. Let L be an odd indefinite lattice with determinant

d = + 2p where p is a prime and p = 3 (mod 4). Then if r{L) 2:3, L has

an orthogonal basis &,•••, £—1, V such that £2= ±1, l^igr —1 and

i]i=±d.

We first observe that the theorem is not necessarily true if p = 1

(mod 4).

Example. Let p = 41 and L = Ii ± • • • 1.7, ±(a, ß) where a2 = 13,

a-/3 = 41, /32 = 123 so that ô{L) = (-1)»+12.41. If L has an orthogonal
basis then L = (Ç)±J where f2 equals ±41 or ±2.41. But 41 must

divide f -y for all yE.L. Hence

8

f = 41 2 (<*<£.■ + biPi) + 41îto + vß
«=i

for some integers a,-, ¿\, u, v. Therefore f2 = 123zi2 (mod 412) and hence

3tj2=±1, ±2 (mod 41). But ±1, ±2 are all quadratic residues

modulo 41, and 3 is not. Hence such a f cannot exist.

The following proof of Theorem 3, suggested by the referee, is an

improvement of our original proof.

Construct a Z-Iattice K = (ft) JL • • • _L(f ») ±(a) ±{ß) with either

a2 = 1 and ß2 = - 2p, or a2 = -1 and ß2 = 2p. The ft = ± 1 are chosen

so that K is isometric to L locally at the infinite prime (that is K
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and L have the same signature and rank). The two different possibil-

ities for a and ß give distinct Hasse symbols SPK since p = 3 (mod 4).

We choose that K which makes SPK = SPL. Clearly K and L have

the same rank and discriminant. The local classification theorems for

fields [3, 63:20] give now that K and L are locally equivalent at all

prime spots, except possibly at the prime 2. But by the Hubert

Reciprocity Theorem they will also be locally equivalent at the prime

2. So by the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem K and L are rationally

equivalent. We can now assume K and L are on the same quadratic

space.

Now K and L are locally integrally equivalent at all primes and

hence in the same genus [3, 91:2 or 92:2 and 93:29]. Finally we

shall show that there is only one class in each genus. For by simple

calculation, locally K2 represents all 2-adic units. Hence 6(0+(K2))

contains all 2-adic units, so gen K = spn K by [3, 102:9 and 102:10].

Hence LGspn K. But since K is indefinite spniC = cls7C by [3,

104:5] and hence LGclsTT. That is L has an orthogonal basis as

stated.
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